Middletown Township Public Schools
High School North and High School South

AP US History Summer Assignment: 2016
Due September 1st 2016

Part 1: Short-Answer Question
You may choose to write your response to each question as a cohesive paragraph, or you may
label your response a, b, and c. The College Board expects your response to be two-three
sentences in length per section, as all short answer questions (SAQ) consist of three sections.
Three sections, of two-three sentences each equates to a response that is 6-9 sentences long.

1. Answer a, b, and c.
a. Briefly explain ONE important similarity between the British colonies in the
Chesapeake region and the British colonies in New England in the period from
1607 to 1754.
b. Briefly explain ONE important difference between the British colonies in the
Chesapeake region and the British colonies in New England in the period from
1607 to 1754.

c. Briefly explain ONE factor that accounts for the difference that you indicated in
part B.

2. Use the image below to answer parts a, b, and c.

“The First Vote” – Drawn by A. R. Waud (Library of Congress)

a. Briefly explain the point of view expressed through the image about ONE of the
following.
i. Emancipation
ii. Citizenship
iii. Political participation
b. Briefly explain ONE outcome of the Civil War that led to the historical change
depicted in the image.
c. Briefly explain ONE way in which the historical change you explained in part B
was challenged in the period between 1866 and 1896.

Part 2: Long-Essay Question
Your response must include specific historical evidence to support your ideas. Each response
must have a central argument, or thesis statement, that you will prove using specific historical
evidence and in-depth analysis. Maximum of 2 typed pages, double spaced
In your response you should do the following:
Thesis: Present a thesis that makes a historically defensible claim and responds to all parts of
the question. The thesis must consist of one or more sentences located in the introduction.
Application of Historical Thinking Skills: Develop and support an argument that applies
historical thinking skills as directed by the question. This long-essay requires you to target the
skill of periodization. Periodization: describes and explains the extent to which a specific historical
development or turning point marked a change in what went before and/or after it.

Supporting the Argument with Evidence: Utilize specific examples of evidence to fully and
effectively substantiate the stated thesis or a relevant argument.
Synthesis: Extend the argument by explaining the connections between the argument and one
of the following.
•
•

A development in a different historical period, situation, era, or geographical
area.
A course theme and/or approach to history that is not the focus of the essay
(such as political, economic, social, cultural, or intellectual history).

1. Evaluate the extent to which the Declaration of Independence marked a turning point
in American history.

In the development of your argument, analyze what changed and what stayed the same
from the period immediately before the Declaration to the period immediately following it.
(Historical Thinking Skill: Periodization)

Part 3: Document –Based Question
Prompt: To what extent did Manifest Destiny and territorial expansion unite or divide the
United States from 1830 to 1860?
Based on the prompt above, complete the following tasks.
1. Analyze the 7 documents included in this DBQ. Focus your analysis of each
document on at least one of the following: intended audience, purpose, historical
context, and/or point of view. Support your document analysis with one historical
example outside of the documents.
2. Generate an introductory paragraph that includes the skill of contextualization and a
thesis statement. The skill of contextualization involves the ability to accurately and
explicitly explain how a historical event, policy, or source fits into the broader
historical picture, often on the regional, national, or global level. Placing the
specifics of history into their larger context gives them additional meaning and
usefulness as historical evidence. Your introduction must also include a relevant
thesis that directly addresses all parts of the question. You should be building
historical context in your introductory paragraph, ending the paragraph with an
argumentative thesis statement.
3. Craft a conclusion that includes elements of synthesis. You should restate the
central argument developed in your thesis. You will then develop the thinking skill
of synthesis in the remainder of your conclusion, which for the AP U.S. History exam
involves extending your arguments by developing one’s understanding of the past
by making effective connections to the historical question under study with a
different historical period, situation, geographical area, or theme. For example, in
an essay question about the debate over U.S. overseas expansion in the late 1890s,
synthesis could link the question to relevant foreign policy debates from a different
period, such as the Washington administration or the Mexican War, or to a different
theme, such as the economy and the labor situations of the same period.

APUSH DOCUMENT ANALYSIS
Follow this framework as you complete the document analysis below.
H

Historical Context
What are the immediate historical events that shaped/triggered this document?
What is the environment of ideas, attitudes, + emotions behind the creation of the document?

A

Audience
For whom (specifically, generally, logically) was the document intended?
What details in the document help you attribute the audience?

P

Point of View
Who (specifically, generally, logically) wrote/produced the doc?
Is there a reference to the author’s POV (i.e. his/her professional, racial, gender, social background) in the
document bi-line? If not, can you infer it?
What details in the document reflect the author’s POV?

P

Purpose
Why was the document created?
What elements in the document help you to determine its purpose?
How does the author’s point of view shape the document’s purpose AND/OR
How does the format of the document shape its purpose? (e.g. Is a visual/photo more emotional than an
essay?)

Y

‘Y’ is The Document Significant?
How does the document impact/shape/reflect popular arguments on the subject?
How does the document reflect ‘continuity or change over time’ (C-COT)?
What are the limitations of the document? (Is the document credible?)
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